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Light and Relativity

1. Light, a Special Wave

For more than 200 years, Newton’s theory of mechanics, condensed into the three laws of
motion, have been accepted as the correct theoretical framework governing the mechanical
world regardless of the size or the speed of the object in motion. This we call classical
mechanics or Newtonian mechanics. The motion of an object is described by the time-
dependent coordinates (position in three dimensional space at a given time) of the object
(x(t), y(t), z(t)) from which one can calculate the velocity and the acceleration of the object
using calculus. In this scheme the definite values of the coordinate require a reference in
which the values of the coordinates are measured and defined along with the time of the
simultaneous measurements of all the coordinates: reference frame. Newton thought that
there should be an Absolute Space which is uniform, isotropic, and infinitely large space,
“...in its own nature, without relation to anything external, remains always similar and
immovable.” This conceptual acceptance of static absolute space–since we can never prove
the existence of it–naturally leads to the first law of mechanics:

In the absence of a net force, a body moving through a center-less directionless
space continues to move with uniform speed in a straight line.

Newton realized that the very existence of the absolute space also resulted in the inability of
distinguishing another reference frame moving with a uniform speed relative to the absolute
reference frame. The original principle of relativity was stated that “The motions of bodies
included in a given space are the same among themselves, whether that space (reference
frame) is at rest or moves uniformly forward in a straight line.” We call the collection of
the frames that one cannot distinguish inertial reference frames. To be more specific, in an
inertial frame a body on which no forces are acting is unaccelerated. So, in Newtonian
mechanics, all the inertial frames are equivalent and there is no preferred frame. In this
argument we also quietly accepted that time is absolute and independent of the choice of
reference frame.

Suppose that there are very long trains with glass walls on parallel tracks (in the
x-direction) so that the inside is completely visible from outside. We call them Train S and
Train S ′. In each train a long tape measure is installed along the train. The reference point
is marked in the middle of the train as 0: one side is positive and the other negative. The
reference points of the trains are aligned initially. Place an object at the origin of S. Then
S starts to move along the positive x-axis with a uniform speed u (for example 2 m/s).
Since the object is at rest in S, the speed of the object measured in S is 0. But when a
passenger in S ′ observe the object, it moves at a speed of u (2 m/s). If the object is lunched
forward in S with a speed of v (for example 0.5 m/s), the passenger in S ′ sees the object
moving at 2.5 m/s. This is consistent with our everyday experience.
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In the mid 19th century, physicists made tremendous progress in understanding the phe-
nomena of light, electricity, and magnetism, which is culminated in the Maxwell’s equations
of electromagnetic fields. A main consequence of Maxwell’s equations is that a disturbance
of electric and magnetic field propagates as waves in all direction with a universal speed
which is identical to the speed of light c. You may notice that the Newton’s equation of
motion does not involve any universal constants while the Maxwell’s equations describing
the phenomena of electricity and magnetism explicitly possess a universal constant, c. Since
all the waves known then propagates through a medium. It was conjectured that the elec-
tromagnetic wave should also propagate through a medium called luminiferous aether, and
the reference frame at rest with respect to the aether can be found through an experiment
similar to the trains and should serve as the absolute reference frame conjectured by Newton.
Maxwell himself was convinced to say that:

The evidence for the existence of the luminiferous ether has accumulated as
additional phenomena of light and other radiations have been discovered. And
the properties of this medium, as deduced from the phenomena of light, have

been found to be precisely those required to explain electromagnetic phenomena.
Whatever difficulties we may have in forming a consistent idea of the

constitution of the aether, there can be no doubt that the inter-planetary and
interstellar spaces are not empty, but are occupied by a material substance or
body, which is certainly the largest, and probably the most uniform body of
which we have any knowledge. J.C. Maxwell, Encyclopedia Britannica

Imagine an observer is sitting inside a spaceship cruising at a uniform speed (u) and
measure the speed of light passing by from the rear end of the space ship. It is not that
difficulty to find that the speed of light measured by the observer is c′ = c− u.

Therefore, knowing that the speed of light in the aether frame is c, one can actually
determine the speed of earth motion if one measures the speed of light on earth which
is moving relative to the static aether. People tried hard in the late 19th century but all
failed to detect the difference in c. One very important experiment was done by Michelson
and Morley at Case School of Applied Science (now Case Western Reserve University).
Einstein realized there was a serious problem in physics in particular in the inconsistency
between the mechanical and electromagnetic phenomena described by their own master
equations. Why light, electromagnetic wave behaves differently than other ordinary waves?
He believed that Newton was right, and, therefore, the laws of physics should be the same
in all inertial reference frames whether it is mechanical or electromagnetic phenomenon.
Thinking out of the box, he proposed a solution which required a fundamental change in
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the concept of space-time.

3. Postulates of Special Relativity

Einstein’s theory of special relativity stands on two postulates he proposed in his 1905
paper:
Postulate 1. All laws of physics (not just mechanics) are the same in all inertial reference
frame.
Postulate 2. The speed of light (in vacuum) has the same value c in every direction in all
inertial reference frames.

Einstein’s theory of relativity comes in two flavors which are intricately linked. The special
theory of relativity just mentioned above deals with the phenomena occurring in all inertial
referee frames in uniform motion. The general theory relativity includes the reference
frames under acceleration. To keep the two postulates true, Einstein realized the space and
time are not disjointed physical concepts or quantities but have to be treated jointly as
fair elements of space-time fabric. Under this condition, the space-time becomes dynamic
structure that adjusts itself to fulfill the postulates. Remember the example of measuring
the speed of light in a cursing spaceship? When the two postulates are in work, the
measured speed should be c rather than c− u! Then how did all great physicists miss this?
Because in a normal situation, the Newtonian mechanics gives very similar results as those
of Einstein’s. The correction is about (v/c)2. Since c is much larger number than any speed
we usually encounter, the square of the ration becomes extremely small to be measured.
Then how do we know Einstein is right? Impressive progresses made in technology in the
20th century allowed us to develop extremely high resolution and precision measurement
schemes. For example, we can now measure time with an extreme precision: one second
error in 300 million years. Using these modern technology, Einstein’s theory have been
tested many different ways. In return, to be able to develop better technology, we need to
incorporate Einstein’s theory. The current GPS system fully incorporates the special and
general relativity. To position a location within 15 m accuracy, the time through the GPS
system must be determined to an accuracy of 50 ns (5 × 10−8 s). The relativistic effect
produces about 40 micro-second error per day which accumulates about 12 km error in
distance per day. So without Einstein, after day of travel, you may find yourself in a wrong
town!

What the following YouTube videos:
• What is Space? https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=pKO2Dl2dupYt=297s
• Illusion of Time https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9Qu9XaF2K10.

Q1 A passenger jet can fly at about 1000 km per hour. How big is the relativistic effect if
you are on a passenger jet?

4. Consequences of Special Relativity

Let us discuss quite unintuitive consequences arising from the two postulates that Einstein
proposed. Using simple mathematical and geometrical steps guided by the postulates, we
will demonstrate a few effects. One of the most remarkable and fundamental outcome of
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the special relativity is that time is not absolute. There is no absolute time! How do we
measure time? Time is defined or measured by a periodic cycle of any natural phenomena.
They can be the rotation of the Earth, the swing of a pendulum, or atomic vibrations. From
now on, we will have two observers who do all the measurements. Bob is in a reference
frame at rest called S and Jane is in a reference frame moving relative to S with a uniform
speed u, called S ′. The stage is a train station. Jane is in a train (S ′) on a rail which can
smoothly move at a speed of u. Bob is standing at the platform (S).

Simultaneity
Figure 1 shows the set up. Bob is standing at the platform (S) and observe what is happening
in the train (S ′) where Jane is standing. The train is moving to the right at a constant speed
of u. Here are the two events we are considering: a flash of light propagating on both sides
from the center of the train and reaches the detector located on the front or rear wall. Let
us compare the times when the detectors register a flash of light. When we do this, we will
be loyal to the postulates! For Jane,

For Bob,

FIG. 1: Bob is standing at the platform and observe what is happening in the train where Jane

is standing. The train is moving at a constant speed of u. On the right, only the instrumentation

is drawn. At t = 0, the bulb flashed but after a certain time t, the whole instrument moved by a

distance of ut.
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Time Dilation
Here, we will demonstrate how time runs at a different rate in two inertial reference frame.

FIG. 2: A clock is made out of a pulsing laser and a mirror. A laser is located at the bottom of

the train shining vertically upward, and a mirror is at the ceiling in the light path. Once the light

pulse is emitted, it will propagate upward and reflected back tot he bottom. This periodic cyclic

is defined as the unit of time for this clock. For Jane, this is simple. But Bob sees the motion of

both the source and mirror as shown on the right.

Length Contraction
Without a derivation, we will just describe the phenomena called length contraction. To an
observe at rest, an object passing by at a high speed appear to have its length along the
motion contracted. The degree of contraction increases as the speed increases toward the
speed of light. Imagine two spaceships cruising in deep space. One spaceship (A) left later
than the other one (B) has a higher speed than the other and eventually will catch up the
other. An astronaut in B sees a length contracted spaceship B. However, an astronaut in
A sees spaceship B moving backwards at a high speed and therefore, being contracted. The
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two reference frames (inertial reference frames) are equivalent and physics should be exactly
the same.

FIG. 3: When a ball is flying by an observer at a very high speed, the length (only) along the

direction of motion shrinks: length contraction. This figure gives you a sense of length contraction

for different speeds.

Q2 Jane’s train is passing through the platform where Bob is standing. When Bob sees
Jane’s watch ticking, does he see her watch ticking slower than his? Conversely, when Jane
looks outside as she pass by Bob, should she see Bob’s watch ticking slower than hers?

Q3 Jane is on an intergalactic journey on a spaceship. When she estimated the distance at
the launching pad, it was 70 light year. If her spaceship can cruise very fast close to the
speed of light, do you think she can reach the other galaxy within her lifetime? Why do
you think so? Now think about this problem from another point of view, an independent
observer on the platform. What would that observer see?
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